MAST Healer DR. PANKAJ NARAM'S THREE LIFE-CHANGING QUESTIONS*

1) If you knew you were going to succeed at whatever you did, what would you do or be?

2) If you knew you had 100 million dollars in the bank, what would you do or be?

3) If you knew you only had 6 months left to live, what would you do or be?

Date: __________

According to the Ancient Healing Science & Secrets of Dr. Naram and his 2,500+ year old Siddha-Veda lineage these Three Questions, MArma Point & Home Remedy (see back) can help You Discover Your Meaningful Purpose, Deep Healing, and Long-Lasting Peace & Joy.

*Worth more than any amount of money!

Master Healer Dr. Naram's Home Remedy for Tranquility in Mind:

- Pure Cows Ghee 1 tsp
- Cardamom powder 1/8 tsp
- Saffron 1 pinch
- Nutmeg 1/8 tsp

Mix all and eat first thing in the morning. (Avoid eating wheat, milk, and artificial sugar products.)

Master Healer Dr. Naram's MArma Point to Boost Your Clarity of Mind:

(MArma points = subtle energy points understood by ancient healing science which stimulate and connect physical, mental, and emotional levels)

- Press 6 times the 3rd portion of pointer finger on right hand.

Instructions - to Quiet Mind and Get Clarity on Life:

1) Take the home remedy daily.
2) Sit in comfortable position & press the mArma point.
3) Spend at least 6 minutes asking yourself one of the three questions.
4) Listen to your heart, write down whatever answers come.
5) Keep asking yourself the questions and writing down the answers that come.
6) Then act on them!
Bonus: ask them to others!

Ancient Masters & Manuscripts say: This Process is a Gift to bring You and Others more Purpose, Peace, Deep Healing, & Joy.
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